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Abstract: This study proposes an accurate vegetation extraction method used for airborne laser scan-
ning data of an urban plot based on point cloud neighborhood features to overcome the deficiencies
in the current research on the precise extraction of vegetation in urban plots. First, the plane features
in the R-neighborhood are combined with Euclidean distance clustering to extract the building point
cloud accurately, and the rough vegetation point cloud is extracted using the discrete features in the
R-neighborhood. Then, under the building point cloud constraints, combined with the Euclidean
distance clustering method, the remaining building boundary points in the rough vegetation point
cloud are removed. Finally, based on the vegetation point cloud after removing the building boundary
point cloud, points within a specific radius r are extracted from the vegetation point cloud in the
original data, and a complete urban plot vegetation extraction result is obtained. Two urban plots
of airborne laser scanning data are selected to calculate the point cloud plane features and discrete
features with R = 0.6 m and accurately extract the vegetation point cloud from the urban point cloud
data. The visual effect and accuracy analysis results of vegetation extraction are compared under
four different radius ranges of r = 0.5 m, r = 1 m, r = 1.5 m and r = 2 m. The best vegetation extraction
results of the two plots are obtained for r = 1 m. The recall and precision are obtained as 92.19% and
98.74% for plot 1 and 94.30% and 98.73% for plot 2, respectively.

Keywords: airborne laser scanning; Euclidean distance clustering; point cloud plane features; point
cloud discrete features; urban plots; vegetation extraction

1. Introduction

Urban green vegetation has crucial advantages for urban construction and environmen-
tal protection, such as beautifying the space environment, reducing the urban temperature,
absorbing noise and storing carbon [1,2]. Remote sensing technology has become essential
to the study of urban green vegetation carbon storage [3], landscape patterns [4] and green
space resource monitoring [5]. However, urban environments often have complex features,
including buildings, roads, etc., in addition to green vegetation. Therefore, most green
vegetation should be accurately extracted from complex and diverse urban environments
before remote sensing technology is used to study urban vegetation [6].

Many scholars have performed related research on the extraction method of urban
green vegetation when using traditional optical remote sensing data as the data source.
For example, Ouma et al. [7] extracted high-precision urban vegetation objects using the
spectral and spatial information of Quickbird remote sensing images. Wang et al. [8]
adopted the panchromatic and multispectral images of the ZY-3 satellite as the data source
and employed the rule-based object-oriented method to extract the urban green vegetation.
Zhou et al. [9] constructed the Difference Enhanced Vegetation Index (DEVI) and other
typical vegetation indices to extract green vegetation information from UAV urban image
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data. Wang et al. [10] employed Worldview-3 remote sensing images as the data source
to establish a RedEdge-NIR vegetation index model (RENVI) combined with a digital
elevation model, which extracted urban vegetation information and solved the high sus-
ceptibility of two-dimensional urban green vegetation extraction to terrain and building
shadows. These studies indicate that there are many research methods that can be used for
urban vegetation extraction based on optical remote sensing image data. However, only
two-dimensional information on urban vegetation can be obtained based on optical remote
sensing image data, and studying the three-dimensional spatial structure of vegetation
remains challenging.

The emergence of Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) remote sensing technology
has transformed the study of urban green vegetation from two-dimensional to three-
dimensional, facilitating accurate and quantitative investigation of its three-dimensional
spatial structure and its effect on the city. The traditional methods used to accurately
extract green vegetation from urban LiDAR point cloud data can be divided into two
categories. One indirectly extracts green vegetation by converting LiDAR point cloud
data into images. For example, Zhang et al. [11] generated a Digital Terrain Model (DTM)
using the LiDAR data and combined gradient threshold segmentation with region growth
segmentation to realize urban tree point cloud extraction. Zhao [12] generated the Digital
Surface Model (DSM) from the point cloud data, extracted the building based on the regular
characteristics of the building and employed it as a constraint to extract the vegetation point
cloud. Guo et al. [13] constructed a DSM based on LiDAR point cloud data and employed
the threshold segmentation method to classify the other land types, such as urban buildings
and trees. Although this method can extract vegetation, some of the 3D spatial structure
information of the vegetation is ignored when transforming the 3D point cloud into a 2D
image, resulting in a loss of vegetation extraction result information and degrading the
extraction accuracy [14]. The other method is machine-learning-based vegetation extraction.
Secord and Zakhor [15] extracted urban vegetation based on the characteristics of airborne
LiDAR point cloud and image data combined with the region growth method and support
vector machine algorithm. Mallet et al. [16] realized the building and vegetation point
classification of full-waveform LiDAR data in urban areas using the support vector machine
algorithm. Xue et al. [17] proposed a point cloud classification algorithm by employing a
cloth fitting filter and weighted weakly correlated random forest to classify urban point
cloud data accurately; the classification accuracy of vegetation points was 0.91. Although
this method can extract accurate vegetation point clouds, it requires manual selection of
many classification labels in the early stage, which is subjective and manual. Additionally,
machine learning methods have high requirements for hardware equipment.

As shown, there are still several issues with the two urban vegetation extracting meth-
ods based on LiDAR point cloud data. For example, in the process of converting 3D point
clouds into 2D images in the first method, a large amount of point cloud information will
be lost, so vegetation cannot be extracted with high precision. In the second method, the
selection of feature labels is time consuming, and the feature selection process is relatively
subjective. Meanwhile, machine learning methods often have high requirements for hard-
ware equipment. To overcome the deficiencies in the current LiDAR urban vegetation
extraction research, this study proposes an automatic extraction method for urban plot
vegetation based on point cloud neighborhood features using airborne laser scanning (ALS)
urban point cloud data. This method makes use of the differences between vegetation
and other objects in the spatial neighborhood characteristic attributes to achieve fast and
high-precision vegetation extraction. It provides a new solution for the research of vege-
tation extraction based on Lidar technology and will act as a reference for the research of
classification based on the neighborhood features of point cloud.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

For this study, we selected two plots in Yunnan Normal University in the Chenggong
District, Kunming City, Yunnan Province, China, as the experimental objects. These two
plots have complex, widely distributed, and densely grown vegetation types. At the same
time, the buildings have different roof shapes. We acquired the ALS point cloud data of the
experimental object using the DJI M600 Pro unmanned aerial vehicle platform equipped
with a LiDAR sensor. The laser radar sensor, VUX-1, developed by RIEGL, can obtain
uniform and high-quality point cloud data. The experimental data were obtained after
clipping and denoising, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experimental objects. (a) Plot 1; (b) Plot 2.

As shown in Figure 1, in addition to vegetation, experimental objects include other
ground objects such as ground, roads, and buildings. Therefore, the ground and roads
are filtered out prior to vegetation extraction to reduce the amount of data and facilitate
subsequent vegetation extraction. Since roads can also be considered ground points, and
the research on ground point filtering is relatively mature, various filtering algorithms
have been developed to separate ground and non-ground points. This research employs
the cloth-fitting filtering algorithm proposed by Zhang et al. [18] to extract non-ground
points and obtain building and vegetation point clouds. The total number of point clouds
in plot 1 and plot 2 is 1,171,322 and 1,182,917, respectively. Figure 2 shows the top view of
the results.
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2.2. Research Methods

To accurately extract vegetation point clouds, the research method is divided into three
steps. First, by calculating the plane and discrete features in the point cloud R-neighborhood,
the building point cloud is accurately extracted by combining plane features with Euclidean
distance clustering, and the rough vegetation point cloud is extracted using discrete features.
Then, some of the nearest building boundary points are removed from the vegetation
point cloud extracted in the first step under the building point cloud constraints, and the
vegetation point cloud is extracted by combining the Euclidean distance clustering again.
Finally, based on the vegetation point cloud extracted in the second step, the points within
a specific radius r from the vegetation point cloud in the original data are extracted, the
vegetation point cloud lost in the previous step is complemented, and a complete urban
plot vegetation extraction result is obtained. Figure 3 shows the research roadmap.
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Figure 3. Technology roadmap. (I) Rough extraction of vegetation point cloud and building point
cloud; (II) Removing the building boundary point cloud in the vegetation point cloud; (III) Accurate
extraction of vegetation point cloud.

2.2.1. Point Cloud Planar Features and Discrete Features

The point cloud R-neighborhood is the point set range composed of a point and all other
points within a certain distance R radius. After the R radius has been set, the point cloud
features of the point set in the R-neighborhood can be calculated. The point cloud neighbor-
hood features include line, plane, discrete, curvature, normal vector, main direction features,
etc., all of which are widely utilized in point cloud classification [19–23]. In the ALS point
cloud data, after preprocessing, there are two types of objects: building point cloud and
vegetation point cloud. The roofs and walls of buildings are regular and planar, while the
vegetation has no regular shape and is discrete. Therefore, according to the characteristics
of the building and vegetation point clouds, the building and vegetation point clouds
are extracted using the plane and discrete features, respectively. Principal component
analysis is employed to extract planar and discrete features in the local neighborhood of
the point cloud. The point cloud’s covariance matrix and the planar and discrete features
are calculated based on the eigenvalues extracted from the covariance matrix. Let the point
pi (i = 1, 2, 3... n) be a point in the point cloud set C. Then, the covariance matrix composed
of pi and the points in its R-neighborhood can be described as follows [24].

Cov(pi) =
n

∑
i=1

(pi −
−
p)(pi −

−
p)

T
=

2

∑
j=0

ejλjej
T (1)

−
p =

1
n

n

∑
i=1

pi (2)
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where n represents the number of points in the R-neighborhood of point pi,
−
p represents

the geometric center of the point set in the neighborhood, j represents the number of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, j = 3 and ej and λj represent the corresponding eigenvectors
and eigenvalues, where λ0 > λ1 > λ2.

Planar and discrete features can be calculated based on three eigenvalues. Planar
and discrete features are denoted by P and D; their calculation formulas are shown in
Equations (3) and (4), respectively.

P =

√
λ1 −

√
λ2√

λ0
(3)

D =

√
λ2√
λ0

(4)

Since the point cloud’s line feature, planar feature and discrete feature represent the
shape probability of the point cloud in three-dimensional space, the sum of these features
is 1 [25]. Based on the above principles, this research extracts the point cloud with P > 0.5
and D > 0.5 as the building and vegetation point clouds, respectively.

2.2.2. Vegetation Extraction under the Building Point Cloud Constraints

After extracting the vegetation point cloud through discrete features, a few building
point clouds remain in the vegetation point cloud, referred to as the building boundary
point clouds. The building boundary point cloud and the building point cloud extracted by
planar features are integrated into the original data. These building boundary point clouds
are closer to the extracted building point cloud than the vegetation point cloud. Therefore,
this study employs the building point cloud extracted by planar features as a constraint,
finds some points closest to the building point cloud in the vegetation point cloud extracted
by discrete features and eliminates the building boundary point cloud. Although many
building boundary point clouds have been eliminated, a few building points remain. These
point clouds have two characteristics: their small number and their specific distance from
the vegetation points in space. These characteristics are employed to accurately eliminate
the remaining building point clouds using the Euclidean distance clustering method based
on the distance between points in space. The closer the two points, the more similar their
characteristics, so that they can be considered as one type. Assuming p1 (x1, y1, z1) and
p2 (x2, y2, z2) as two points in the three-dimensional space, the Euclidean distance d between
these two points is calculated as follows.

d =
√
(x1 − x2)

2 + (y1 − y2)
2 + (z1 − z2)

2 (5)

The building point clouds are accurately removed based on Euclidean distance clus-
tering through the following steps: the clustering distance parameter td is set for clustering
according to the average distance between vegetation and buildings in the experimental
data. The number and percentage of points in each category are counted, the few types of
point clouds with the least percentage are removed and the rest is considered the vegetation
point cloud.

After extracting the vegetation point cloud in the previous step, the building point
cloud is filtered out. However, the number of point clouds is lost while extracting the
vegetation point cloud based on discrete features. Therefore, the lost vegetation point
cloud should be completed in the end. Since the vegetation point cloud extracted based
on Euclidean distance clustering filters out the building point cloud, only the vegetation
point cloud extracted at this time should be employed to find a certain number of points
closest to it in the original data to obtain a complete vegetation point cloud. Therefore,
in the same way, this research takes the extracted vegetation as a constraint condition,
searches for points within a specific radius r in the original data and extracts a complete
vegetation point cloud. When the value of r is too large, some building point clouds can
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be extracted, while the vegetation point cloud cannot be entirely extracted for values of r
below a certain size. Therefore, this study should select an appropriate r value with which
to extract complete vegetation.

2.2.3. Accuracy Evaluation

The two indicators of recall and precision are usually employed for precision evalua-
tion in classification research [26]. Therefore, this research evaluates the accuracy of the
final vegetation extraction results in this manner. All correctly extracted vegetation points
are defined as true positive (TP) points. The false points extracted by considering buildings
as vegetation points are false positive (FP) points. Vegetation points that are not extracted
as building points are called false negative (FN) points. Finally, the extraction results are
quantitatively evaluated with recall and precision based on these three values. The recall
and precision calculation formulas are shown in Equations (6) and (7).

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(6)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(7)

According to the research method, two urban plots are evaluated on MATLAB 2019b
produced by MathWorks in the United States.

3. Results
3.1. Influence of K-Neighborhood and R-Neighborhood on Point Cloud Features

K-neighborhood and R-neighborhood are neighborhood calculation methods com-
monly used in point cloud feature calculation. The point cloud K-neighborhood refers
to the point set range composed of a point and its adjacent points. The point cloud
R-neighborhood refers to the point set range composed of a point and all points within a
specific R radius. To verify that R-neighborhood is more suitable for vegetation extraction,
this study employs the K-neighborhood and the R-neighborhood to calculate the linear,
planar and discrete features of the point clouds of the two plots; the results are shown in
Figures 4 and 5.Forests 2023, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 18 
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Figure 4. The feature extraction results of K-neighborhood and R-neighborhood of plot 1.
(a) Characteristic of linearity of K-nearest neighbors; (b) Characteristic of planarity of K-nearest
neighbors; (c) Characteristic of dispersion of K-nearest neighbors; (d) Characteristic of linearity
of R-nearest neighbors; (e) Characteristic of planarity of R-nearest neighbors; (f) Characteristic of
planarity of R-nearest neighbors.
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Figure 5. The feature extraction results of K-neighborhood and R-neighborhood of plot 2.
(a) Characteristic of linearity of K-nearest neighbors; (b) Characteristic of planarity of K-nearest
neighbors; (c) Characteristic of dispersion of K-nearest neighbors; (d) Characteristic of linearity
of R-nearest neighbors; (e) Characteristic of planarity of R-nearest neighbors; (f) Characteristic of
planarity of R-nearest neighbors.

Figures 4 and 5 indicate that the features extracted by the R-neighborhood of the
two plots are significantly more accurate than those extracted by the K-neighborhood.
According to the R-neighborhood and K-neighborhood principles, the range constraints
of the R-neighborhood are superior to those of the K-neighborhood. The R-neighborhood
is regular, while the K-neighborhood is scattered. Thus, they provide different feature
extraction results. Therefore, our experiment uses R-neighborhood to extract features.

3.2. Rough Extraction of Vegetation and Building Point Cloud

First, this study calculates the neighborhood features of the point cloud by setting
the R-neighborhood value to 0.2 m, 0.4 m, 0.6 m, 0.8 m and 1 m. Figures 6 and 7 show the
vegetation results of plots 1 and 2 extracted by discrete features in different neighborhoods.

The results presented in Figures 6 and 7 indicate that more complete vegetation
extraction results can be obtained for higher R values, while the code’s runtime increases.
When R = 0.6 m, both plot 1 and plot 2 can obtain better vegetation extraction results, and
many building point clouds have been eliminated, except for some building boundary
point clouds. Therefore, considering both the vegetation extraction results and the code
operation efficiency, this research selects R = 0.6 m as the best value for experiments. When
R = 0.6 m, the vegetation point cloud extraction results of the two plots are as shown in
Figures 6c and 7c, and the building point cloud results extracted from the two plots based
on plane features are as shown in Figure 8.
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3.3. Building Boundary Point Cloud Filtering in the Vegetation Point Cloud

As shown in Figure 8, many vegetation point clouds remain in the building point
cloud results extracted by plane features. In order to accurately extract the building point
cloud, this research adopts the extracted building point cloud as data, calculates the point
cloud features again and extracts the building point cloud. Many vegetation point clouds
are filtered out, but there are still a few vegetation point clouds left. At this stage, the
vegetation point cloud possesses two characteristics: a small number and a certain distance
from the building point cloud. Therefore, this study employs this feature to accurately
extract building point clouds using Euclidean distance clustering. Figure 9 shows the
precise extraction results of the building point clouds of the two plots.

After accurately extracting the building point cloud, this research takes the building
point cloud as a constraint, finds some points closest to the building point cloud in the
vegetation data extracted from the discrete point cloud and eliminates the remaining
building boundary points in the vegetation point cloud. By this stage, many building
boundary points have been filtered out, with only a few remaining in the vegetation point
cloud. The building point cloud usually possesses two characteristics: its small number
and its specific distance from the vegetation point cloud. Accordingly, this study employs
Euclidean distance clustering to remove building point clouds accurately. Figure 10 shows
the vegetation point cloud results after the removal of the building boundary point cloud.

3.4. Accurate Extraction of Vegetation Point Cloud

As shown in Figure 10, although the vegetation point cloud has been extracted, it is
still lacking compared with the original data. In order to extract the vegetation point cloud
from the original data more thoroughly, this research utilizes the vegetation result in the
previous step as a constraint, finds a point within a specific radius r from the original data
and extracts complete vegetation from the original data.

The r value is the critical threshold for vegetation extraction. The vegetation in
the original data cannot be completely extracted with a small value of r. In contrast,
more building point clouds are considered vegetation point clouds and extracted for a
significant r value. Therefore, this research compares four thresholds of r = 0.5 m, r = 1 m,
r = 1.5 m and r = 2 m, and calculates recall and precision, respectively, combined with
visual effects to obtain the optimal value of r. The vegetation extraction results of the two
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plots with different r values are shown in Figures 11 and 12, and their corresponding recall
and precision values are presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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Table 1. The recall and precision evaluation results of plot 1.

r (m) TP FP FN Recall Precision

0.5 536,219 3797 131,008 80.37% 99.30%
1 615,104 7859 52,123 92.19% 98.74%

1.5 633,916 14,262 33,311 95.01% 97.80%
2 641,247 21,278 25,980 96.11% 96.79%
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Figure 10. The results of the vegetation point clouds of the two plots after filtering out the building
boundary point clouds. (a) Vegetation extracted using discrete feature of plot 1; (b) Result of filtering
the building boundary of plot 1; (c) Vegetation extracted using discrete feature of plot 2; (d) Result of
filtering the building boundary of plot 2.

Table 2. The recall and precision evaluation results of plot 2.

r (m) TP FP FN Recall Precision

0.5 375,852 3508 78,619 82.70% 99.08%
1 428,581 5530 25,890 94.30% 98.73%

1.5 438,518 9065 15,953 96.49% 97.97%
2 442,108 14,780 12,363 97.28% 96.77%
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Figure 11. Vegetation extraction results of plot 1 at different r scales. (a) r = 0.5 m; (b) r = 1 m; (c) r =
1.5 m; (d) r = 2 m.

Comprehensively extracting the recall, precision and extracted visual effects, this study
demonstrates that the best vegetation extraction results of the two plots can be obtained
for r = 1 m. There are fewer building point clouds in the extraction results of the two plots,
the vegetation extraction can be completed simultaneously and the recall and precision
indicate precise results. The recall and precision values for plot 1 were 92.19% and 98.74%,
while the corresponding values for plot 2 were 94.30% and 98.73%, respectively. Figure 13
shows the final vegetation point cloud extraction results of the two plots for r = 1 m.
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Figure 12. Vegetation extraction results of plot 2 at different r scales. (a) r = 0.5 m; (b) r = 1 m;
(c) r = 1.5 m; (d) r = 2 m.

As shown in Figure 13, both plots achieved good vegetation extraction results. In plot
1, vegetation grows on the top of the building; this can also be extracted. At the same time,
few building point clouds can be observed, and they cannot be easily filtered out because
they tend to be very close to the vegetation. Since the vegetation growth in plot 2 is simpler
than in plot 1, the vegetation extraction precision in sample plot 2 is satisfactory, with no
significant building point cloud.
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Figure 13. The final accurate extraction results of vegetation in two plots. (a) Original data of plot 1; (b) Final
vegetation extraction result of plot 1; (c) Original data of plot 2; (d) Final vegetation extraction result of plot 2.

4. Discussion

The research results demonstrate that it is feasible to use the neighborhood char-
acteristics of point cloud to conduct point cloud classification, and thus obtain higher
classification results. After discussing K-neighborhood and R-neighborhood, we believe
that R-neighborhood is more suitable for point cloud classification because the space com-
posed of R-neighborhood is more regular. This method involves two important parameters,
such as R value and r value. Only when these two parameters are properly controlled can
better vegetation extraction results be obtained.

Some similar studies take vegetation extracted from point cloud features as labels and
employ these labels to perform machine learning classification in the original data, thus
extracting vegetation. For example, Ning et al. [27] adopted point cloud neighborhood fea-
tures and point cloud coordinate values as the input conditions of the model, employed the
PointNet network to extract vegetation and performed individual tree segmentation based
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on this result. Ning et al. [28] utilized support vector machine (SVM) and random forest
(FR) algorithms to extract vegetation and individual trees using point cloud neighborhood
features as model input conditions. Zhu et al. [29] constructed a new convolution operator
to extract point cloud features, and then realized ALS point cloud data classification by
constructing a convolutional neural network method. Widyaningrum et al. [30] used a
Dynamic Graph Convolutional Neural Network (DGCNN) to classify ALS point cloud
data by extracting the features of different ground objects. Compared with similar studies,
the proposed method avoids the cumbersome aspects of the machine learning method.
Starting directly from the point cloud characteristics, it employs point cloud neighborhood
features and a point cloud neighborhood relationship to accurately extract vegetation in
more complex urban experimental plots. The advantage of this method is that it is simple
in principle, easy to operate and can be applied in urban plots with complex vegetation
growth.

However, when the study area grows, two key parameters of this method may be
difficult to control. The accuracy of the extraction results of point cloud neighborhood
features may be reduced, restricting the high-precision extraction of vegetation. There-
fore, the method needs to be further optimized in a large study area. Additionally, this
method uses Euclidean distance clustering, which does not work as well when the data are
sparse, and when the number of dimensions in the vector increases. Therefore, in terms of
complex point cloud data classification, Euclidean distance clustering is in need of further
investigation.

5. Conclusions

This study took two ALS urban plots as experimental objects to extract vegetation in
urban plots accurately based on neighborhood planar and discrete features of point cloud
data. After discussing the point cloud features extracted by the R- and K-neighborhoods,
this study determined that the point cloud features calculated by the R-neighborhood
are more suitable for extracting vegetation point clouds. The visual effect and precision
analysis results of vegetation extraction under different R-neighborhoods indicate that
the best vegetation extraction results of the two plots could be obtained for r = 1 m. The
recall and precision were 92.19% and 98.74% for plot 1 and 94.30% and 98.73% for plot
2, respectively. The proposed method realizes the high-precision extraction of vegetation
in urban plots. The principle is simple and easy to implement, providing a reference for
related research on urban vegetation. However, since the urban research area is often
extensive in practical applications, the applicability of this method to the precise extraction
of urban vegetation in large areas should be further studied. Large-scale urban data will be
employed as the research object in future investigations to further explore the application
of point cloud neighborhood features in vegetation extraction.
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